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Studies of property rights overwhelmingly focus on whether states expropriate or protect property, overlooking the crucial issue of whether private sector actors will use state institutions. By contrast, I argue that the “supply” of formal legal institutions often fails to ensure firms will rely on the state for property rights protection. Instead, firms frequently avoid formal legal institutions and turn to illegal strategies based on violence or corruption. Whether firms adopt legal strategies depends on: (1) firm-level practices and beliefs that impede the use of law, (2) the effectiveness of illegal strategies, and (3) coordination problems resulting from firms’ expectations about each other’s strategies. Drawing on interviews with firms, lawyers, and private security agencies, as well as an original survey of Russian enterprises, I illustrate how “demand-side” factors led to a surprising increase in Russian firms’ reliance on formal legal institutions over the past two decades. The findings suggest that comprehensive understanding of property rights and the rule of law requires not only attention to state institutions’ effectiveness, but also to private actors’ strategies.

Recognizing the importance of secure property rights for economic development, social scientists for decades have sought to explain why certain states expropriate property while others develop institutions that allow property rights to flourish (e.g., Acemoglu and Robinson 2006; North 1981; Olson 1993). Much less attention has been devoted to the question of the extent to which firms and other private sector actors will use state institutions, should rulers choose to provide them. 1

That private sector actors will use state institutions cannot be taken for granted. Since Macaulay’s (1963) seminal work, scholars widely have accepted that firms use law. For instance, unregistered firms in Perú rely on “the protection that local bullies or mafias are willing to sell them” (de Soto 2003, 155), while in Indonesia some private security companies offer services that include “the intimidation of a client’s business rivals” (Wilson 2010, 255). In addition to violence, firms frequently exploit corruption within the state. In China there is evidence that “entire [government] bureaus . . . support private firms in ways of varying legality” (Wank 2004, 113), while in Kyrgyzstan, according to one Bishkek-based journalist, “conflicts about property . . . are impossible to resolve if you do not have contacts with the president or with high-ranking officials” (cited in Spector 2008, 163). In Russia following the Soviet Union’s collapse, firms’ use of violence and corruption became particularly extreme. In the mid-1990s two out of five enterprise managers reported facing physical coercion in the course of doing business (Radaev 1999, 36–40), while well into the 2000s law enforcement officials continued to intervene “informally as private enforcers” on behalf of firms engaged in business disputes (Volkov 2002, xii).

When do firms use violence and corruption, such as private protection rackets and illicit government connections, to protect property rights? And when do firms instead use formal legal institutions, such as courts and law enforcement agencies? The tempting answer would be that firms turn to law when state capacity is high and resort to illegal strategies when the state is weak. Indeed, to the extent that the prominent property rights studies cited above consider firms’ use of state institutions, they assume that private actors’ willingness to turn to the state depends primarily on formal institutions’ effectiveness. By contrast, this article recognizes the state’s important role in maintaining property security but also contends that state “supply” of institutions is a necessary but frequently insufficient condition for firms to rely on law. Instead, three factors other than state capacity often determine whether firms utilize violence and corruption, or whether firms employ legal strategies. These factors are (1) firm-level practices and beliefs that lead firms to avoid legal strategies (i.e., “demand-side” barriers), (2) the effectiveness of illegal strategies (i.e., illegal practices and beliefs that impede the use of law, and (3) coordination problems resulting from firms’ expectations about each other’s strategies.

1 A handful of economists have developed models of institutional demand analyzing private sector lobbying for or against the rule of law (Hoff and Stiglitz 2004; Polischuk and Sattavateev 2004; Sonin 2003), and there is a sizable literature on how firms secure property and contracts in the absence of effective state institutions (e.g., Greif 1993; Haber et al. 2003; Markus 2012; McMillan and Woodruff 1999). These studies offer valuable insights but do not address the question of why firms do or do not use formal legal institutions.
coordination problems resulting from firms’ expectations about other firms’ willingness to use law.²

This article illustrates the importance of demand-side factors for understanding firms’ reliance on legal institutions through a detailed study of firm strategies for securing property in Russia over the two decades following the Soviet Union’s collapse. The case of post-Soviet Russia is noteworthy for two reasons. First, one might expect that once economies become mired in violence or corruption, these circumstances persist indefinitely, or at best evolve toward legality over many years. And indeed, disproportionate attention to high-profile clashes involving owners of Russia’s largest conglomerates, frequently referred to as “oligarchs,” has perpetuated Russian capitalism’s lawless image (see, e.g., Barnes 2003; Hoffman 2002). But analysis of Russia’s understudied nonoligarchic firms, many of which are small or medium enterprises, reveals that these firms’ strategies have evolved dramatically. Between 1994 and 2010, the number of annual court cases initiated by Russian firms quintupled, increasing from around 200,000 to over one million (VAS 2011). More broadly, based on in-depth interviews with firms, lawyers, and private security agencies, as well as an original survey of enterprises from eight cities, I demonstrate that many Russian firms replaced violence and corruption with reliance on formal legal institutions beginning in the late 1990s.

Second, given Russia’s long history of state-led development, one might expect that increasing use of legal strategies can be attributed to changes in the effectiveness of state institutions. However, a state-centric explanation can at best partially account for Russian firms’ evolving strategies: During the period in which firms increasingly utilized law, the effectiveness of Russia’s formal legal institutions improved only modestly, and in many ways the Russian state became more corrupt and predatory. By contrast, analysis of demand-side factors offers significant insights into Russian firms’ adoption of legal strategies. In particular, firms’ partial emergence from the shadow economy reduced a major demand-side barrier to the use of law by mitigating firms’ concerns that turning to legal institutions might expose illicit practices related to tax evasion. Similarly, the consolidation of ownership in privatized firms reduced owners’ readiness to incur risks associated with violence and corruption, undermining illegal strategies’ effectiveness. In turn, declining demand-side barriers and effectiveness of illegal strategies altered firms’ expectations about each other’s strategies, helping overcome coordination problems that had impeded willingness to use law.

Beyond offering insights into firm strategies and their evolution in post-Soviet Russia, the broader contribution of this article is to shed light on why institutional reforms implemented without consideration of firms’ and citizens’ everyday practices frequently fail. As prominent legal scholars have emphasized, firms’ use of violence and corruption undermines formal institutions, whereas firms’ use of courts and law enforcement reinforces formal institutions’ effectiveness and relevance (Hendley 1997; Pistor 1996). It follows that comprehensive understanding of the rule of law and the security of property requires more than attention to top-down institutional reforms. Instead, the demand-side approach to property security advocated here provides a novel perspective on the development of state capacity, suggesting, along the lines of Migdal’s (2001) “state-in-society” approach, that effective state-building depends not only on rulers’ policies but also on societal actors’ strategies.

The remainder of this article is divided into four sections. The following section provides an overview of Russian firms’ evolving strategies for securing property throughout the post-Soviet period. The second section then offers a theory of institutional demand and formalizes the argument with a simple model. The third section illustrates the theory using qualitative and quantitative evidence drawn from the Russian case. Finally, the concluding section considers the argument’s generalizability and emphasizes broader implications of a demand-side approach to property security.

EVOLVING PROPERTY SECURITY STRATEGIES IN POST-SOVIE T RUSSIA

This article examines variation over time in Russian firms’ property security strategies: firms’ efforts to resolve conflicts related to acquiring assets, protecting property, and enforcing contracts. The concept of property security employed here is broader than the concept of property rights, which frequently are defined as the rights to use, derive income from, and transfer an asset to another owner (Barzel 1997, 3). Throughout history, force has been wielded to accumulate and protect claims to property. By contrast, the concept of “rights” presupposes the existence of the modern state, which publicly codifies the law, identifies citizens’ privileges and obligations, and establishes the distinction between legitimate and illegitimate ownership (Winters 2011, 7). In modern societies, relying on formal legal institutions to enforce property rights is one possible strategy for securing property. But as noted above, firms in many societies also continue to employ violence and corruption to protect property claims without reference to law. Property security therefore encompasses strategies both for protecting property claims and for enforcing property rights.³

Drawing on 90 interviews conducted throughout 2009 with firms, lawyers, and private security agencies,

² These arguments build on Pistor (1996) and Hendley (1997; 1999), but whereas the primary concern of these earlier works was to understand why firms in countries such as Russia were not using formal legal institutions, my focus is on conditions under which firms do turn to legal strategies.

³ To be clear, this article does not evaluate arguments about the value of property rights per se, but rather focuses on how firms secure property, with a particular emphasis on whether firms use formal legal institutions. Nevertheless, firms’ confidence in legal institutions is strongly correlated with important indicators of property rights’ value, such as firms’ rates of investment (see, e.g., Frye 2004; Johnson et al. 2002).
as well as a survey of 301 firms from eight Russian cities carried out in 2010, this section details Russian firms’ reduced reliance on illegal and increased use of legal property security strategies over the past two decades.4 In the late 1980s and early 1990s, violence played an extraordinary role in Russian firms’ economic relations. Criminal protection rackets originally formed to extort kiosks in open-air markets but soon evolved into more complex operations. Criminal gangs offered entrepreneurs—particularly smaller businesses—services including protection against other extortionists, enforcement of contracts, collection of debt, and intelligence gathering on prospective business partners (Volkov 2002). Along with criminal rackets, private security agencies multiplied rapidly, while larger firms created internal security services, described by the journalist David Hoffman (1997) as “private armies of security agents, bodyguards and commercial spies.” By 1993, there were already approximately 5,000 registered private security agencies; by the late 2000s, this figure was estimated to be 30,000 (Gans-Morse 2012, 267; Volkov 2002, 138).5

From the mid-1990s onward, however, violence in the Russian business world declined. Matveeva (2007, 86) analyzed business conflicts in Russia’s Central Federal District between 1997 and 2005 and recorded a significant drop in annual businesspeople murdered, from 213 to 33. Businesspeople corroborate this decline in violence. A survey conducted by Radyev (1999) of 221 firms across 21 Russian regions in 1997 revealed that approximately two out of five respondents reported personally experiencing violent extortion or threats of physical coercion “sometimes” or “often.” By contrast, in my 2010 survey of 301 firms from eight Russian cities, less than five percent of respondents reported a similar frequency of threats or coercion. Surveys also provide evidence of criminal rackets’ decline. Frye and Zhuravskaya (2000) found in a 1996 survey of 230 small retail shops in Moscow, Ulyanovsk, and Smolensk that over 40 percent of respondents reported having contact with criminal groups in the previous six months.6 My 2010 survey found that less than 8 percent of 105 small businesses in the sample (and less than 4 percent of the 301 firms in the overall sample) reported contact with rackets at any point in the previous three years.7

The extent of criminal protection rackets’ decline is best summarized by the cofounder of a prominent Moscow private security agency. In the early 1990s, he explained, the majority of his firm’s work involved helping clients deal with rackets. By 1995, a noticeable shift was occurring: “… criminal groups were disappearing to such an extent that they were becoming simply something exotic. If a client came to us and said that some thugs from the street had tried to extort him, well, this was for us something exciting. [It gave us a] sort of nostalgia for the old days” (Security Firm 5, interview, 18 September 2009). The shift away from violence is also apparent in the private security sector. By the late 2000s, security agencies differed little from their Western counterparts, with experts estimating that provision of basic physical security of buildings, cargo, and business executives accounted for 70 percent of the sector’s revenues, the rest consisting of information security, legal services, and installation of cameras and alarms.8

As reliance on violence waned, Russian firms turned to two types of strategies for securing property. On the one hand, they increasingly utilized strategies relying on the corrupt appropriation of state resources, such as protection rackets offered by law enforcement officials. At the same time, however, firms began to utilize formal legal institutions in earnest.

Law enforcement rackets offered many of the services previously provided by criminal organizations, including debt collection, contract enforcement, and adjudication of disputes. By the early 2000s, observers estimated that criminal rackets maintained control of around 10–20 percent of the private security market, while law enforcement protection services divided up the remaining clients (Khodorych 2002; Volkov 2002, 169–70). One journalist summarized the situation as follows: “By the end of the 1990s, the majority of entrepreneurs capable of making money were ‘voluntarily’ providing support to the law enforcement authorities. It could be said that the country had been divided into zones of ‘police patronage’ [militeisky otvetstvennost]” (Sborov 2003). Many of these practices have persisted. In the 2010 survey I conducted, approximately 20 and 17 percent of firms reported using bureaucrats and law enforcement agencies, respectively, in an “unofficial capacity” to address a security issue in the previous three years, while nearly 14 percent of respondents admitted relying on “informal connections” in the commercial courts.

Yet a focus on corruption’s persistence and subversive uses of formal legal institutions overlooks broader changes in Russian firms’ strategies over the last two decades. From a low point of around 200,000 in 1994, the number of cases initiated by firms in Russia’s commercial courts approximately quintupled, to over a million by 2010 (VAS 2011).9 While rising caseloads

4 The survey was conducted in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Ekaterinburg, Nizhniy Novgorod, Samara, Novosibirsk, Rostov-on-Don, and Kazan. For additional information, see Section 2 of the Online Appendix.

5 Although some private security agencies and internal security services operated legally, many others did not, as noted by Volkov (2002, 143): “The use of force and intimidation to recover debts and settle disputes among businessmen is one of the major activities of criminal groups. Many PPCs [private protection companies] are also involved in this business, using purely criminal methods.”

6 Other survey studies documenting the extensiveness of protection payments include Johnson et al. (2002) and Radyev (1999). For a dissenting view suggesting that criminal rackets were less pervasive, at least among larger firms, see Hendley et al. (2000).

7 Comparison of nonpanel surveys across time periods warrants caution (see Frye 2010, 85–6), but the magnitude of the shifts—often 30 or more percentage points—as well as the fact that nonsurvey data point to similar conclusions indicate that claims concerning the decline in violence are well founded.


9 Russia’s commercial courts (arbitrazhnye sudy) are specialized courts within the state judicial system that hear civil disputes among firms and civil or administrative cases between firms and the state.
can reflect increased legal violations rather than increased willingness to use law, between 2000 and 2007 the number of violations reported by firms in fact declined (Yakovlev 2008, 231). In further support of a genuine strategy shift, 54 percent of respondents in the 2010 survey I conducted reported being more willing to turn to courts as compared to 10 years ago. Only 6 percent reported being less willing. (Thirty-three percent reported their willingness remained unchanged and 7 percent answered “don’t know.”) Overall, numerous surveys conducted since the late 1990s have documented firms’ extensive use of legal institutions, with about one-third of smaller and two-thirds of larger firms having utilized the commercial courts (e.g., Hendley et al. 2000; Yakovlev 2008; Yakovlev et al. 2004).

Litigation rates reflect, of course, only a fraction of firms’ reliance on legal strategies. For every dispute in court, countless others are negotiated in “the shadow of the law,” where the threat of litigation shapes negotiations (Mnookin and Kornhauser 1978). But there is broader evidence that law plays an increasingly important role in Russian business. One indicator is the growing population of lawyers, which more than doubled between 1996 and 2010 (Gans-Morse 2012, 274–5). Lawyers themselves, moreover, see significant changes in their profession’s role. As one of Russia’s top tax lawyers recalled, today there is booming demand for his services, whereas in the 1990s his “…main problem was not winning, but convincing businesspeople that it is worth going to court” (Lawyer 21, interview, 5 November 2009). Nor is firms’ increasing reliance on formal legal institutions limited to Moscow, as indicated by the observation of a lawyer from the Siberian town of Barnaul that “…people more or less have come to resolve disputes in a civilized way, by going to court.” According to this lawyer, courts are so packed with litigants that “…to move through the corridors of a courthouse is now impossible” (Lawyer 22, interview, 30 September 2009).

The most striking evidence of law’s role in contemporary Russia is how firms evaluate their use of lawyers and courts relative to other property security strategies. As seen in Table 1, when respondents were asked to rank on a 1 to 7 scale how likely a firm like theirs would be to utilize various strategies to resolve a property dispute (with 7 meaning “very likely” and 1 meaning “very unlikely”), the highest ranking strategies were the use of lawyers to resolve the conflict out of court (average ranking 6.0) and filing a claim in the commercial courts (5.7). By contrast, the average rankings for the likelihood of turning to a private security firm or criminal racket were 2.3 and 1.9, respectively, while the use of strategies relying on corruption fell somewhere in between. A similar question examining preferred strategies for collecting a debt produced nearly identical results.

Before considering explanations for Russian firms’ evolving strategies, several issues warrant discussion. First, while social desirability bias or respondents’ imperfect recall are inherent concerns when researching sensitive topics, the fact that quantitative survey data, qualitative interview data, and objective data such as caseloads all point to similar conclusions should in part mitigate such concerns. Moreover, the magnitude of trends in question is noteworthy. For instance, approximately 40 percent of firms openly reported contact with criminal rackets in the 1990s while fewer than 10 percent report contact in recent surveys. There is no evidence that respondents’ trustworthiness changed dramatically enough over time to account for such sizable shifts. Meanwhile, it should not be assumed that businesspeople have an incentive to overreport their use of the legal system. To the contrary, Macaulay’s (1963) classic study suggests that litigation against business partners breaches social norms, which might encourage respondents to underestimate reliance on law.

A second possible concern is that firms’ use of legal institutions primarily reflects increased bribery and exploitation of judicial corruption rather than increased reliance on law. But scholars such as Hendley (2006, 351) have found that although “cases that attract the interest of those in power can be manipulated to serve their interests,” such concerns do not apply to the bulk of disputes: “mundane cases are handled in accordance with the prevailing law.” Similarly, the partner of a Moscow law firm explained that “Connections are probably needed if the case is high-profile, big or political, or if the opponent is a large company. But for middle-sized cases they are not necessary….and the majority of cases are rather small…. ” (Lawyer 6, interview, 6 March 2009). Finally, while there has been a general trend toward legal strategies over time, it is important to recognize that this trend occurred unevenly across different types of firms. Indeed, cross-firm variation should be expected according to the demand-side approach developed below, for key explanatory factors such tax compliance or ownership consolidation themselves occur unevenly across firm types.

In summary, whereas firms extensively utilized violence in the early-to-mid 1990s, such strategies have become a rarity. And while reliance on protection rackets offered by government officials and other corrupt strategies persists, firms’ widespread use of legal institutions cannot be attributed to exploitation of a corrupt judicial system. Rather, Russian firms have come to rely extensively on law and lawyers to protect property and enforce contracts.

### EXPLAINING DEMAND FOR LAW: A THEORY AND MODEL

What accounts for the evolution of firms’ property security strategies in Russia and beyond? The focus on rulers and states in Acemoglu and Robinson (2006),

10 See Section 3 of the Online Appendix for additional discussion of data collection concerns.
11 These figures refer to Frye and Zhuravskaya’s 1996 survey and to my 2010 survey cited on the previous page.
North (1981), Olson (1993), and other prominent property rights studies, directs attention to rising state capacity as a probable explanation for firms’ increased use of law or decreased use of violence and corruption. This article, by contrast, emphasizes the key role of firms’ demand for institutions. Before developing my argument, the following section highlights why state-centric approaches frequently provide only a partial explanation for why firms adopt legal strategies.

Supply-Side Approaches

It is tempting to assume that the effectiveness of formal legal institutions explains whether firms are willing to use legal strategies. And to be sure, where state legal capacity is altogether lacking, firms are unlikely to rely on law. However, the inverse is not necessarily true: supplying effective institutions does not guarantee firms will use them. For instance, Pistor et al. (1999, 17) emphasize that courts in fast-growing East Asian countries—countries renowned for high state capacity—for decades figured prominently in criminal cases but “played a less important role in settling commercial disputes.” Furthermore, firms not only eschew legal strategies in some societies with relatively effective legal institutions, but firms also turn to law in other societies where legal institutions’ weaknesses are well-known. For example, Whiting (2010, 183) documents a 20-fold increase between 1983 and 2001 in economic disputes heard by China’s courts despite the fact that “Courts in the PRC are subordinate to the party, lack competent judges, and have weak enforcement powers.” Thus, without denying the importance of state legal capacity, existing evidence indicates that the correlation between legal institutions’ effectiveness and firm strategies is far from determinative.

Beyond the effectiveness of formal legal institutions, state capacity might be expected to influence firm strategies in other ways. States capable of providing economic growth and political stability arguably create a business environment conducive to legal strategies. Yet prominent counterexamples raise questions about the explanatory power of such macrostructural arguments. Milhaupt and West (2000) find that despite decades of growth and stability, Japanese firms have relied persistently and extensively on criminal rackets for services ranging from debt collection to resolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. Russian Firms’ Preferred Property Security Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respondents were asked the following questions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt Dispute: Let’s say that another company owes your firm a significant sum of money for products purchased or services rendered and has not made the payment, even though the agreed upon deadline has passed. To recover the money owed, how likely would a firm like yours be to use each of the following?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property Dispute: Let’s say that a competitor is trying to gain control of some significant physical asset owned by your firm (e.g., office space or a factory). To defend its assets, how likely would a firm like yours be to do each of the following?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average responses on a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 is “very unlikely” and 7 is “very likely”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Strategies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rely on lawyers to resolve the dispute out of court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(301.07, 301.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn to the commercial courts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(292.09, 292.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek the help of law enforcement officials acting in their formal capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(296.0.13, 296.0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek the help of government bureaucrats acting in their formal capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(294.0.13, 294.0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Illegal Strategies (corruption)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn to the commercial courts, using informal connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(268.0.14, 268.0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek the help of law enforcement officials acting in an informal capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(286.0.13, 286.0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek the help of government bureaucrats acting in an informal capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(286.0.13, 286.0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Illegal Strategies (violence)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rely on an internal security service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(274.0.14, 274.0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek the help of a private security agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(270.0.10, 270.0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek the help of criminal or mafia groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(277.0.08, 277.0.08)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The number of observations and standard errors are in parentheses.
of shareholder conflicts. Meanwhile, Japanese firms historically have shown an even lower propensity to utilize legal strategies than their counterparts in lesser developed East Asian countries such as South Korea and Taiwan (Pistor et al. 1999, 215). Macrostructural arguments also leave important questions unanswered. For example, they fail to illuminate the heterogeneity in strategies across different types of firms noted in the preceding section. For these and related reasons, later sections of this article make clear that neither increased effectiveness of legal institutions, nor improved state capacity more broadly, adequately explain Russian firms’ evolving property security strategies.

Overall, supply-side explanations offer valuable insights yet remain incomplete. They struggle to explain cases in which state legal capacity is relatively high yet firms circumvent formal legal institutions, as well as cases in which shifts in firm strategies occur in the absence of heightened state legal capacity. They also fall short in explaining variation in strategies across different types of firms. A key contribution of this article is thus to integrate existing supply-side approaches with a complementary demand-side approach, thereby offering a framework for more comprehensive understanding of property security.

A Demand-Side Approach

The shortcomings of supply-side approaches make clear that effective state institutions are necessary but frequently insufficient to induce firms’ use of legal institutions. Instead, firms’ willingness to adopt legal strategies depends on three factors unrelated to state “supply” of effective institutions: (1) the prevalence of demand-side barriers to the use of formal institutions, (2) the effectiveness of illegal strategies; and (3) the extent of coordination problems resulting from expectations about other firms’ strategies. This section elaborates on each of these factors; the following section formalizes the argument with a simple model.

Demand-side barriers are practices and beliefs that inhibit firms’ willingness to use formal legal institutions. They can result from cultural factors, which according to some scholars account for low reliance on legal institutions in many East Asian countries (see the discussion in Ginsburg and Hoenker 2006, 33–4). But perhaps the most prominent demand-side barrier in many countries, and the barrier on which I focus below, pertains to firms’ operations in the unofficial economy. As Hay and Shleifer (1998, 399) explain, firms in the shadow economy are nearly always “in violation of some tax, customs, foreign-exchange, or regulatory rules” and consequently cannot “use the official legal system for fear of exposure.” While it has been rare for Russian firms to operate without registration (i.e., fully in the informal economy), throughout the 1990s firms frequently hid revenue from the tax authorities. Consequently, a key factor contributing to firms’ increasing reliance on legal strategies has been improved levels of tax compliance.

Second, as with any competing set of services, firms’ willingness to use formal legal institutions depends on the effectiveness of illegal strategies, which depends in turn on at least two factors: transaction costs and the risk of sanctions. There is a rich body of literature analyzing transaction costs and the relative effectiveness of alternatives to formal legal institutions (e.g., Macaulay 1963; Williamson 1985). But what sets the use of illegal strategies apart from the use of informal strategies (i.e., strategies that do not directly rely on formal legal institutions yet do not inherently violate the law) is the risk of sanctions, including physical harm, criminal prosecution, or the loss of funding from investors wary of a firm’s unsavory reputation. An increase in state legal capacity is one possible source of such sanctions. But in the Russian case a number of demand-side factors have affected the risk of using illegal strategies. In later sections I analyze the impact of evolving ownership structures on Russian owners’ willingness to employ violence and corruption. Whereas dispersed ownership and minimal minority shareholder protections created incentives for owners in the 1990s to use any means possible to acquire assets in ongoing ownership battles, the ownership consolidation that occurred by the 2000s changed owners’ calculus of risk. Seeking longer-term profits through productive investments, owners recognized that illegal strategies could undermine firms’ reputations and destabilize the overall business climate. As a result, illegal strategies’ effectiveness relative to legal strategies declined.

Third, because of the unique nature of law, coordination problems affect property security strategies. Specifically, law matters most when a sufficient proportion of a society perceives that other members of society also believe law matters and act accordingly (Hendley 1999, 92–3). Consequently, firms’ concerns about other firms’ persistent use of violence and corruption hinder the adoption of legal strategies, and a shift toward law requires a shift in firms’ expectations. These coordination problems create a dynamic resembling the tipping point models scholars have used to analyze revolutions, neighborhood segregation, and the adoption of national languages (Kuran 1989; Laitin 1998; Schelling 1971). As in such models, the value to using legal strategies remains lower than the value to using illegal strategies until a critical mass of firms comes to use legal strategies, at which point the economy “tips” toward a new equilibrium in which the value of using legal strategies surpasses the value of using illegal strategies. One of the key implications of such dynamics is that the vicious and virtuous cycles resulting from firms’ expectations about each other amplify the effects of other trends. When demand-side barriers or illegal strategies’ effectiveness declines, these changes directly lead some firms to use legal strategies more extensively. If the proportion of firms initially adopting legal strategies is sufficiently large to “tip” an economy toward a more lawful equilibrium, then the initial reduction in demand-side barriers will also indirectly affect firm strategies, as firms’ expectations that other firms are increasingly turning to law becomes
an independent factor encouraging adoption of legal strategies. As a heuristic device for the empirical analyses that follow, the model below formalizes the theory discussed thus far. It elucidates (1) why state legal capacity is a necessary but frequently insufficient condition for firms to use legal strategies, (2) why firms frequently adopt legal strategies even without improvements in legal capacity, due to declining demand-side barriers or the decreasing effectiveness of illegal strategies.

**Formalizing the Argument**

Consider a game in which a conflict arises between two firms drawn randomly from a large population of identical firms over an asset with value $V$. Each firm $i$ has a pure strategy space $s_i = \{L, I\}$, where $L$ represents legal and $I$ represents illegal strategies. An endogenous proportion $\lambda$ of firms rely on legal strategies, while a proportion $1-\lambda$ rely on illegal strategies. When the conflict begins, the two firms choose their strategies simultaneously, representing firms’ inability to observe the preferred strategies of other individual firms. After both firms choose a strategy, payoffs are realized and the game ends. The payoffs are as follows:

**Legal vs. legal strategies** The loser receives nothing while the winner receives $(\alpha - \gamma)V$, where $\alpha \in (0, 1)$ is a measure of the effectiveness of formal legal institutions and $\gamma \in (0, \alpha)$ is a measure of demand-side barriers. Because identical firms using the same strategy have an equal chance of winning, the expected payoff for either firm is $(\alpha - \gamma)\frac{1}{2}$.

**Illegal vs. illegal strategies** The loser receives nothing while the winner receives $\beta V$, where $\beta \in (0, 1)$ is a measure of illegal strategies’ effectiveness. The state detects illegal strategies with probability $q$ and confiscates all assets, a payoff of 0. Because identical firms using the same strategy have an equal chance of winning, the expected payoff for either firm is $(1-q)\beta\frac{1}{2}$.

**Legal vs. illegal strategies** The firm using the illegal strategy wins the conflict and acquires the asset of value $V$, but with probability $q$ the state detects the illegal activity, confiscates the assets, and returns them to the lawful firm. Accordingly, the expected payoff for the firm using a legal strategy is $(\alpha - \gamma)V$, where $\alpha$ again represents the effectiveness of the legal institutions used for restitution and $\gamma$ captures demand-side barriers. Correspondingly, the expected payoff for the firm using an illegal strategy is $(1-q)\beta V$.

A Nash equilibrium (NE) in this game will be a profile of strategies such that each firm’s strategy is a best response to all other firms’ strategies. More formally, a NE is a strategy profile $(s_i^*, 0)$ for all firms $i \in I$ such that $s_i^* \in BR(s_{-i})$.

To examine the effects of state legal capacity on firm strategies, first consider an economy in which legal institutions ($\alpha$) are ineffective to such a degree that a firm’s expected payoff to using illegal strategies is greater than the payoff to using legal strategies regardless of other firms’ strategies. In this low-capacity economy, the unique NE is for all firms to utilize illegal strategies. Consequently, a necessary condition for firms’ use of legal strategies is that legal capacity must be high enough that the equilibrium in which all firms use illegal strategies is no longer unique. Now consider an economy in which formal legal institutions are effective enough that a firm’s expected payoff to using legal strategies is at least as great as the payoff to using illegal strategies, but only if a sufficient number of other firms also employ legal strategies. In such intermediate-capacity economies, multiple equilibria exist, including equilibria in which some or all firms use legal strategies (as discussed below) but also an equilibrium in which all firms use illegal strategies. In other words, an intermediate level of legal capacity is insufficient to guarantee firms’ use of legal strategies. The following proposition formalizes these intuitions:

**Proposition 1:** Let $\alpha = 2\beta(1-q) + \gamma$ and $\overline{\alpha} = \frac{1}{2q}(1-q) + \gamma$. Then

1. For any $\alpha < \overline{\alpha}$, the unique NE for the game is $s_i^* = L$ for all firms $i \in I$.
2. For any $\alpha \in [\alpha, \overline{\alpha})$, there exists a NE in which $s_i^* = I$ for all firms $i \in I$.

Proposition 1 states that $\alpha \geq \overline{\alpha}$ is a necessary but insufficient condition for the use of legal strategies. Consequently, state legal capacity plays a central role in inducing firms to rely on law, but explanations relying on state capacity alone remain incomplete.

Complete explanations require further consideration of demand-side factors, particularly in intermediate-capacity states (i.e., in states where $\alpha \in [\alpha, \overline{\alpha})$). For this region of the parameter space, illegal strategies yield higher payoffs than legal strategies when all firms use illegal strategies (i.e., when $\lambda = 0$) and legal strategies yield higher payoffs than illegal strategies (i.e., when $\lambda = 1$). This assumption rules out regions of the parameter space that result in a game of chicken, in which illegal strategies are a best response to legal strategies and vice versa, for it is difficult to conceive of real-world scenarios represented by such a game.

Another potential explanatory factor that complements the demand-side variables introduced here pertains to entrepreneurial learning. If market-supporting legal institutions are conceptualized as a new technology, then average costs of employing legal strategies might be expected to decrease over time through a process of “learning-by-doing” (see, e.g., Arrow 1962). However, regression analyses presented in Section 6 of the Online Appendix do not produce robust evidence in favor of an experiential learning hypothesis. All regressions in the article nevertheless control for key variables related to the learning hypothesis, including firm age and previous litigation experience.

Assuming illegal beat legal strategies simplifies analysis but does not qualitatively change results. I make one additional technical assumption that $q < \frac{1}{2}$. This assumption rules out regions of the parameter space that result in a game of chicken, in which illegal strategies are a best response to legal strategies and vice versa, for it is difficult to conceive of real-world scenarios represented by such a game.

Formal proofs for all propositions are included in Section 4 of the Online Appendix.
strategies when all firms use legal strategies (i.e., when \( \lambda = 1 \)). Consequently, when all firms use the same strategy, no firm can increase its expected payoffs by adopting an alternative strategy. Meanwhile, a third equilibrium exists in which \( \lambda = \lambda^* \), where \( \lambda^* \) is the proportion of firms using legal strategies such that the marginal firm is indifferent between legal and illegal strategies. Although such an equilibrium is “unstable,” in the sense that a small perturbation of parameter values leads all firms to adopt either legal or illegal strategies, no firm has an incentive to alter its strategy given the distribution of strategies in the economy.

The proportion of firms using legal strategies, \( \lambda^* \), represents a tipping point. To analyze demand-side factors’ impact, the marginal firm’s indifference condition can be written

\[
\lambda^* \left[ \frac{(\alpha - \gamma)}{2} - (1 - q)\beta \right] = (1 - \lambda^*) \left[ (1 - q)\frac{\beta}{2} - q(\alpha - \gamma) \right].
\]

When the left-hand side of Equation (1) increases, an economy “tips” toward an equilibrium in which all firms use legal strategies; when the right-hand side increases, the opposite occurs. The equation offers insights into parameter shifts that make tips more likely. All else equal, Equation (1) indicates that it becomes easier to tip an economy toward a lawful equilibrium as state legal capacity (\( \alpha \)) increases. But in many developing countries, legal reforms are politically or technically infeasible. Fortunately, Equation (1) also makes clear that even if legal capacity remains stagnant or marginally deteriorates, sufficiently large declines in demand-side barriers (\( \gamma \)) or the effectiveness of illegal strategies (\( \beta \)) for a sufficiently large group of firms can facilitate a tip toward a lawful equilibrium. The theory’s second key proposition formalizes these intuitions:

**Proposition 2:** Given \( q, \beta \) and \( \gamma \), let \( \alpha \in [\underline{\alpha}, \overline{\alpha}] \), where \( \underline{\alpha} \) and \( \overline{\alpha} \) are as defined in Proposition 1. Suppose initially that \( \lambda = 0 \). Then

1. For any \( \hat{\alpha} \in [\underline{\alpha}, \overline{\alpha}] \) and \( \hat{\gamma} \leq \gamma \), there exists a \( \hat{\beta} \) such that if \( \beta \) declines to \( \hat{\beta} \) for a portion of firms \( \omega \geq \lambda^* \), then \( \lambda = \lambda^* \) or \( \lambda = 1 \) will be an equilibrium.
2. For any \( \hat{\alpha} \in [\underline{\alpha}, \overline{\alpha}] \) and \( \hat{\beta} \leq \beta \), there exists a \( \hat{\gamma} \) such that if \( \gamma \) declines to \( \hat{\gamma} \) for a portion of firms \( \omega \geq \lambda^* \), then \( \lambda = \lambda^* \) or \( \lambda = 1 \) will be an equilibrium.\(^{18}\)

Proposition 2 states that given a necessary level of state legal capacity \( \alpha \geq \underline{\alpha} \), falling demand-side barriers and/or declining effectiveness of illegal strategies can be *sufficient conditions* for firms to use legal strategies *even if* legal capacity is unchanged or decreasing. Consequently, demand-side factors frequently are determinative of firm strategies.

The simple model reveals the logic underlying the theory presented above. It elucidates (1) why state legal capacity is a necessary but frequently insufficient condition for firms to use legal strategies, and (2) why firms frequently adopt legal strategies even without heightened legal capacity. The model furthermore demonstrates how reducing demand-side barriers or illegal strategies’ effectiveness has both a direct effect on firm strategies as well as an indirect effect as other firms adapt to the initial wave of strategy shifts. The following section examines these points in greater detail through analysis of the Russian case.

**SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR LAW IN POST-SOVIET RUSSIA**

Post-Soviet Russia illustrates the theory’s two main propositions. In accordance with Proposition 1, the Russian case makes evident how effective legal institutions are necessary but often insufficient to induce firms’ use of law. In accordance with Proposition 2, the Russian case makes evident conditions under which demand-side factors determine firm strategies. Even when improvements in state legal capacity are modest, shifts in demand-side barriers, the effectiveness of illegal strategies, and expectations about other firms’ strategies can induce firms to turn from violence and corruption toward law.

The current section first examines the role of state capacity in the Russian case. It then analyzes the impact on firm strategies of reduced demand-side barriers resulting from improved tax compliance, declining effectiveness of illegal strategies resulting from changes in privatized firms’ ownership structures, and the mitigation of coordination problems resulting from firms’ expectations about each other’s willingness to adopt legal strategies.

**The Role of State Capacity**

The key tenet of Proposition 1—that rising effectiveness of formal legal institutions frequently is insufficient to induce firms’ use of law—became rapidly apparent in post-Soviet Russia. During the chaos following the Soviet Union’s collapse, formal institutions were in such disarray that firms often had few choices but to rely on corrupt state officials or violence supplied by private actors. Yet by the mid-1990s, significant institutional development had occurred, including new legislation on joint-stock companies, securities markets, and bankruptcy; a new Civil Code; and the formation of a new system of commercial courts. Surveying Russia’s legal institutions, Hendley (1999, 90) concluded that “Comparing snapshots of the legal landscape in 1985 and 1998 would make immediately apparent the fundamental and far-reaching nature of recent reforms.” However, she also emphasized how legal reformers’

\(^{18}\) Part 2 requires the assumption \( \gamma > (\frac{\beta}{2} - 2)(1 - q)\beta \). Substantively, this ensures that demand-side barriers (\( \gamma \)) play a sufficiently large role in firms’ initial reluctance to use legal strategies, such that a reduction in barriers can induce a strategy shift even holding illegal strategies’ effectiveness (\( \beta \)) constant.
expectations that increased effectiveness of legal institutions would be followed by increased private sector reliance on law remained unfulfilled: “Although this connection between supply of and demand for law may have seemed self-evident, it has proven elusive in practice” (Hendley 1999, 89). Pistor (1996, 87) came to similar conclusions, noting that “In Russia, the early institutional changes aimed at providing a court system for handling commercial disputes have so far proved to be largely ineffective. The main reasons for this appear to lie less in the inefficiency of the system than in the lack of demand for the services that it offers.” In short, a handful of legal scholars clearly recognized that heightened state legal capacity in the Russian case was insufficient to induce the use of legal institutions.

Often overlooked, however, is what came next. In line with the key tenets of Proposition 2—that firms often may increase their reliance on law even without heightened state legal capacity—firms turned to legal strategies throughout the late 1990s and 2000s despite significant reservations about the effectiveness of Russia’s formal legal institutions. Indeed, Russian firms continued to adopt legal strategies throughout the 2000s despite rising corruption and predation by state officials.

Vladimir Putin came to power, first as Prime Minister in 1999 and then as President in 2000, with a mandate to rebuild the Russian state, which had reached the brink of financial collapse (Hill and Gaddy 2013, chap. 3). As Putin recentralized power, state revenues, aided by economic growth and skyrocketing oil prices, climbed steadily. Law enforcement, courts, and regulatory agencies began to reestablish a role in enforcing the rules governing Russia’s economy. The probability that strategies based on violence or corruption would result in sanctions rose, and strategies relying on legal institutions became a potentially viable option. Yet these improvements should not be overstated. As Taylor (2011, 111) notes:

The achievements of [Putin’s] state-building project were modest and partial, with the greatest gains in capacity taking place in rebuilding a regime of repression… Much less progress was made in coping with…core, routine tasks…. Repressing opposition figures and “bad” oligarchs certainly came much more naturally to Russian law enforcement officials than establishing a stable private property rights regime.

Buttressing this perspective is Russia’s consistent rankings in the bottom quartile of international rankings such as the World Bank’s Rule of Law Index throughout the 2000s.19

That firms perceived minimal improvements in Russian legal institutions’ effectiveness can be seen in Figure 1, which shows firms’ assessments of the court system, drawing on data from the World Bank-EBRD Business Environment and Enterprise Performance Survey (BEEPS). With respect to impartiality, corruption, efficiency, and affordability, assessments of the courts improved marginally, and in the case of affordability fell, between 1999 and 2005. Only with respect to courts’ ability to enforce decisions did firms’ evaluations improve, but it is not clear that a lack of enforcement was ever a primary barrier to firms’ use of legal institutions. Even in the mid-1990s, Hendley (1997, 242) found that “rarely do managers cite problems with collection as a reason for bypassing courts” (see also Hendley 2001, 39). Likewise, in a survey conducted in 2000, Yakovlev (2008, 234) found that among firms which faced a legal violation but chose not to go to court, fewer than one in eight indicated that enforcement concerns motivated their decision.20 Ultimately, what warrants emphasis is the small percentage of firms throughout this period associating positive traits with courts.

Firms’ evaluations of other types of formal legal institutions were even more dire than assessments of courts. Yakovlev (2008, 222) compared surveys of firms conducted in the same eight regions in 2000 and 2007. Firms’ overall assessment of the commercial courts improved slightly. But evaluations of the police, which were already negative in 2000, remained unchanged, while evaluations of local regulators and inspectors fell dramatically.

Beyond state legal capacity, there is little evidence that rising state capacity in a broader sense can account for the evolution of Russian firms’ strategies. The Russian economy did grow at a robust annual rate of 7 percent between Putin’s rise to power in 2000 and the 2009 financial crisis, in part due to the state’s sound macroeconomic policies. But the effect of economic growth and stability on firm strategies was highly ambiguous. Firms’ use of legal institutions rose throughout Russia’s economic boom—and then rose at an even faster rate as firms turned to the courts to resolve nonpayment conflicts during the 2009 crisis. Not only did use of legal strategies proceed apace across a boom and bust, but firm strategies diverged sharply during the 2009 crisis as compared to firms’ reaction to the financial crisis Russia endured in 1998. Between 2008 and 2009, the number of annual interfirms cases spiked by nearly 80 percent. Between 1997 and 1998, annual interfirms cases increased by less than 10 percent, indicating that firms resolved their nonpayment conflicts during this earlier period outside of the formal legal system (VAS 2011). That firms responded differently to similar economic circumstances casts doubt on claims that Putin’s macroeconomic policy or economic stability in general can explain firms’ increasing reliance on legal strategies.

19 See World Governance Indicators “Country Data Report for Russia” at www.govindicators.org. Similarly, reversal rates of lower courts’ decisions—a common measure of judicial quality (e.g., Posner 2000; Shvets 2012)—remained steady or increased from the late 1990s onward, with the exception of a brief decline in 2004 and 2005 (VAS, Osnovye pokazateli arbitrazhnikh sudov RF, various years).

20 While a new bailiff system created in the late 1990s aimed to improve enforcement of court decisions, Kahn’s (2002) comprehensive analysis of these reforms found them highly ineffective. Among other problems, in the early 2000s bailiffs continued to face over 100 new cases per month, a workload that would have required them to enforce a case every two hours in order to keep pace (Kahn 2002, 159).
In addition to economic growth, the early years of Putin’s regime are often associated with political stability and the reassertion of law and order. While there is some truth to this perspective, it overlooks important trends. As McFaul and Stoner-Weiss (2008, 74–6) have noted, the frequency of terrorist attacks and the murder rate actually increased during Putin’s first two presidential terms. World Bank ratings of Russia’s political stability, regulatory quality, and government effectiveness similarly either plateaued or temporarily improved in the early 2000s before again declining. Moreover, from the vantage point of firms, corrupt state officials’ increasing predation soon offset whatever initial stability was provided by Putin’s rise to power. By the late 2000s, businesspeople regularly referred to bureaucrats as the primary threat to property security. In the words of a consultant to small businesses in Moscow: “Who cares about criminals? Inspectors can close you in a matter of seconds. This is in itself a kind of mafia system” (Firm 25, interview, 3 June 2009). Corrupt law enforcement officials, meanwhile, threatened entrepreneurs with criminal prosecution in order to force firms to pay bribes or sell assets at below market prices. The most high-profile attack by Russian officials was the 2003 arrest of Mikhail Khodorkovsky, Russia’s richest tycoon at the time, but the Khodorkovsky Affair was not an isolated incident, and may have instigated copycat behavior among lower-level officials (Gans-Morse 2012). As of 2013, by some estimates approximately 110,000 businesspeople were incarcerated for what in Russia are known as “economic crimes” (Kramer 2013). Indeed, a major puzzle regarding property security strategies in Russia is that firms became increasingly reliant on law not only while the effectiveness of legal institutions remained in doubt—but also while state officials themselves were becoming a fundamental cause of political and economic instability.

In short, although Putin substantially increased funding for legal institutions and expanded government agencies’ authority, firms did not perceive a significant improvement in legal institutions’ effectiveness. Moreover, by empowering state officials, Putin not only failed to improve the competence of those staffing legal institutions, but also created potent new threats to firms’ property rights. Ultimately, while efforts to improve state capacity may have made legal strategies viable, rising institutional effectiveness at best can provide a partial explanation for Russian firms’ evolving strategies. A comprehensive explanation requires attention to demand-side factors affecting firms’ choices of how to secure property.

**Demand-Side Barriers: Exiting the Unofficial Economy**

Proposition 2 of the theory presented above makes clear that firms frequently adopt legal strategies even in the absence of improvements in state legal capacity.
The proposition furthermore emphasizes factors other than rising legal capacity that can heighten firms’ willingness to use law, including the decline of demand-side barriers—the practices and beliefs that lead firms to avoid formal institutions. A prominent example of falling demand-side barriers in the Russian case pertains to improved tax compliance, which alleviated firms’ concerns that turning to legal institutions could draw attention to illicit tax practices.

Following the Soviet collapse, a large unofficial sector of the economy formed, in part as a result of firms’ efforts to avoid taxation. Firms developed numerous schemes to reduce their tax burden, including barter and under-reporting of sales and wages (Shleifer and Treisman 2001, chaps. 5–6). Legal scholars soon recognized tax evasion as a significant demand-side barrier to the use of law. Solomon (1997, 54), for instance, noted that “The realities of the tax system and the ways that many firms chose to cope with it (operating partly in the gray economy with two sets of financial records) had the added effect of discouraging those firms from using the courts to resolve disputes.” One reason firms avoided courts, he concluded, was because they were “loath to risk exposing their own illegal practices.” Moreover, criminals and corrupt officials sought out firms that violated laws, knowing they could be coerced into using illegal protection services. As a Moscow lawyer explained: “In terms of which businesses face problems with bureaucrats and criminal groups, the most vulnerable are those using ‘black cash.’” They can’t turn to the courts or police for help, and everyone knows that.” (Lawyer 8, interview, 6 February 2009).

Russia’s 1998 financial crisis provided impetus for firms to exit the informal sector. In particular, a sharp fall in the ruble’s value stimulated unexpectedly robust economic growth in the year following the crisis, encouraging firms to formalize their operations in order to take advantage of emerging economic opportunities (Dyufi 2005, 127; Valtova and Tambovtsev 2001, 9). Meanwhile, the crisis instilled a sense of mutual vulnerability among business tycoons and Russia’s leaders, who then engaged in a cooperative policymaking effort resulting in tax reforms (Jones Luong and Weinthal 2004). These reforms formalized taxpayers’ rights and obligations, streamlined tax collection for social funds, and reduced tax rates (Anisimova et al. 2008a; 2008b). Throughout the early 2000s, tax compliance improved significantly, albeit unevenly across different types of firms. According to the World Bank–EBRD BEEPS surveys, the percentage of respondents claiming that typical Russian firms report 90 percent or more of sales revenue for tax purposes rose from 42 percent in 1999 to 65 percent in 2005, a 23 percentage point increase. The change was even greater with respect to the percentage of respondents claiming that typical firms report 100 percent of revenue—a 32 percentage point increase, rising from 28 to 60 percent.

Improved tax compliance had a profound effect on firm strategies. As one respondent explained in reference to addressing employee theft, a widespread concern in Russia, firms “have to operate legally, because when they catch a dishonest accountant in the act of stealing, they explain: Listen fellow, I pay my taxes . . . so let’s go to court. And they will not be afraid to go to court, because they know that their books are clean” (Firm 15, interview, 26 March 2009, emphasis added). A founding partner of a Moscow law firm confirmed these observations, offering a similar logic: “There are [now] more commercial disputes between legal entities. That is, companies have switched, well, are switching, to a legal tax regime system. Accordingly, they turn to law firms, conclude civil contracts, and find protection for their contracts in the courts. Previously, everything was decided with a handshake . . . . Now it’s not like this . . . .” (Lawyer 20, interview, 28 October 2008, emphasis added).

Survey data provide further evidence of the relationship between tax compliance and property security strategies. In an ideal world, panel data would facilitate the tracking of individual firms over time, allowing analysis of how changes in a firm’s tax compliance affect its strategies. Panel data measuring the relevant variables do not exist, but it is nonetheless possible cautiously to draw inferences from cross-sectional data. If levels of tax compliance influence strategies, then firms that evade taxes should be less likely to use legal institutions and more likely to rely on violence or corruption. To this end, firms in the survey I conducted were asked “Approximately what percentage of total annual sales would you estimate the typical firm in your line of business reports for tax purposes?” Sixty-eight percent of those responding stated that a typical firm reports more than 90 percent of sales revenues.

22 The phrase “black cash” (cherny nalichnye) refers to revenues hidden from state authorities.
23 I make no claim about the crisis’s direct impact on firms’ property security strategies. Rather, the crisis (and postcrisis recovery) reduced demand-side barriers, which in turn influenced firm strategies. I also do not offer an argument about the crisis’s impact across the former Soviet Union. Of the 12 non-Baltic former republics, only four—Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and Moldova—experienced negative GDP growth in 1998 (World Development Indicators, accessed 4/2/2016). Moreover, it was the unique features of Russia’s crisis—debt default, exchange rate devaluation, postcrisis import-substitution growth—that linked the crisis to firms’ exit from the informal economy (see Section 7 of the Online Appendix).

24 I conceptualize firms’ decisions regarding operations in the unofficial economy as a demand-side variable because these are firm-level choices that reflect numerous factors other than state capacity. State policies such as tax reform undeniably influence tax compliance. But even within a given tax and regulatory regime, studies reveal considerable heterogeneity by sector, firm size, ownership type, profitability, growth, and other firm-level variables with respect to paying taxes and formally registering firms (Easter 2012, 105–123; Kanbur and Keen 2015; McPherson and Liedholm 1996).
25 Author’s calculations based on data from the BEEPS surveys. Difference-in-means tests show that all differences between the 1999 and 2005 averages are statistically significant at the 99 percent confidence level.
26 Respondents were given six choices: less than 10%, 10 to 24%, 25 to 49%, 50 to 74%, 75 to 89%, and more than 90%, and “not sure/unwilling to answer.”
I then reconsidered firms’ preferred strategies for responding to the hypothetical property and debt disputes introduced in Table 1 above, in which respondents rated on a 1 to 7 scale their likeliness of using various strategies. The ratings of firms’ propensity to use strategies serve as dependent variables for the analyses in Figure 2, which utilize OLS regressions to examine the hypothesis that firms with low levels of tax compliance are less likely to utilize legal and more likely to utilize illegal strategies.\(^{27}\) The strategies are arrayed along the vertical axis to the left of Figure 2. The circles represent point estimates of the regression coefficients of a “tax violator” dummy variable that equals one for firms reporting less than 90 percent of revenues and zero otherwise. The horizontal lines represent 95 percent confidence intervals. As can be seen in the regression tables in the Appendix, all model specifications control for the wide range of variables listed in the note to Figure 2. Analyses also control for ownership consolidation and expectations about other firms’ willingness to use legal strategies. Missing data are multiply imputed. See Table 1 above for exact wording of the property and debt dispute scenarios.

\(^{27}\) Missing data for all analyses were multiply imputed using the AMELIA II package for R (Honaker et al. 2011), but the results are similar with listwise deletion, as shown in Section 5.5 in the Online Appendix.
turning to lawyers to resolve the dispute out of court 0.42 points lower ($t = 1.71$, $p < 0.10$), holding other factors constant. Tax violators additionally rate their likelihood of using illegal strategies much higher than tax compliers. In the case of turning to law enforcement in an unofficial capacity to help resolve a property dispute, the point estimate is 0.98 ($t = 2.72$, $p < 0.01$); the point estimate for turning to bureaucrats in an unofficial capacity is 1.10 ($t = 3.10$, $p < 0.01$). Tax violators also rate their likelihood of resorting to the services of criminal rackets 0.74 points higher ($t = 2.93$, $p < 0.01$). The results pertaining to debt disputes are similar, as shown in Figure 2 and the regression tables in the Appendix. Analyses in Section 5.3 of the Online Appendix show that all results are also robust when using ordered logit regressions in place of OLS. Results additionally are robust when a threshold of 75 percent of sales revenue reported to tax authorities is used to separate “tax violators” and “tax compliers” instead of a 90 percent threshold (see Section 5.4 of the Online Appendix).

To be sure, the results of cross-sectional regressions should be interpreted with caution. Rather than improved tax compliance inducing greater use of legal strategies, it is plausible that heightened effectiveness of legal institutions draws firms out of the unofficial economy. Evidence from surveys probing why firms leave the unofficial economy suggests that endogeneity concerns should not be overstated. For instance, in a survey of Peruvian apparel firms that recently emerged from the informal sector, only six percent of respondents suggested that a motivating factor was to be able to “use the justice system to demand contract execution.” The top reasons for reducing activities in the shadow economy were access to more suppliers and customers, the need to obtain credit from formal sources, and the desire to avoid payment of fines (Bruce et al. 2007, 46). In the specific case of Russia, moreover, the preceding section demonstrated that there has not been a significant increase in state legal capacity. It follows that it is much more likely that increased tax compliance stimulated firms’ greater use of formal legal institutions, rather than the other way around.

In summary, substantial evidence, both from quantitative and qualitative sources of data, indicates that low tax compliance levels create significant demand-side barriers to the use of law. Accordingly, as tax compliance in Russia improved, a significant impediment to legal strategies was removed, and firms came to rely increasingly on formal legal institutions.

28 Analyses reveal no relationship, however, between compliance and turning to law enforcement or bureaucrats in an official capacity. Arguably, respondents struggled to imagine relying on these actors in an official capacity, given firms’ perceptions, discussed above, that law enforcement agencies are highly corrupt.

29 Section 5.6 of the Online Appendix shows that results also are robust using an alternative econometric approach that accounts for correlations across firms’ willingness to use different types of strategies. The alternative approach first employs k-means cluster analysis to group firms with similar profiles into distinct clusters. Firms’ cluster assignments then serve as dependent variables in a set of multinomial logit regressions. Section 5.7 additionally demonstrates that results are robust across firms of different sizes.

Effectiveness of Illegal Strategies: The Impact of Ownership Consolidation

Just as Proposition 2 in the model above emphasizes that falling demand-side barriers can contribute to firms’ increased reliance on legal institutions, illegal strategies’ declining effectiveness can have a similar effect. In post-Soviet Russia, one factor that significantly contributed to illegal strategies’ declining effectiveness pertain to ownership consolidation in privatized firms, which reduced owners’ willingness to incur risks associated with violence or corruption. Between 1992 and the end of 1995, Russia privatized over 100,000 small enterprises and nearly 18,000 medium and large firms (Blasi et al. 1997, 189). Due to politics and practicality, the majority of medium and large firms were privatized via a program in which citizens and workers received vouchers exchangeable for shares in privatizing enterprises. Privatization consequently resulted in fractured ownership spread across workers, managers, investment funds, wealthy individuals, and firms with cross-holdings. With minimal minority shareholder protection, limited oversight of managers, and few dominant owners, all parties with control over cash flows or physical assets faced perverse incentives: Transferring resources to front companies or embezzling proceeds from the sale of company assets provided a surer path to enrichment than long-term investment.

The financial crisis of 1998 initiated a significant transformation in ownership structures, disrupting Soviet-era managers and allowing firms which weathered the crisis to acquire failing enterprises’ assets (Androsov 2010, 13; Radygin and Arkhipov 2001, 16). Meanwhile, the ruble’s depreciation made the manufacturing sector competitive for the first time since communism’s collapse, increasing the value of investment in productive assets (Yakovlev et al. 2004, 16). Following a turbulent period of corporate conflicts, dominant owners appeared. In 1995 less than 15 percent of industrial firms had a shareholder with a majority stake (Dolgopyatova 2005, 7). By the mid-2000s, approximately three-fourths of firms had such a shareholder (Dolgopyatova 2010, 85–6).

Concentration of ownership decreased owners’ willingness to risk sanctions that could result from using illegal strategies. With undisputed control of enterprises, owners could reap gains from long-term investments without fear that competing owners or asset-stripping managers would dilute their profits (Yakovlev et al. 2004, 16).

30 See Section 7 of the Online Appendix for further details about the links between the 1998 crisis and ownership consolidation. It deserves emphasis that the effects of the crisis on property redistribution were particularly acute in Russia given the pace and form of Russia’s privatization. By 1998, Russia’s private sector share of GDP reached 70%, the highest among the non-Baltic former Soviet republics. Russia also relied more extensively than its neighbors on voucher privatization, as opposed to cash privatization or manager-employee buyouts, which created unusually severe problems with dispersed ownership (EBRD 1999). Nor did ownership consolidation result from rising state capacity. To the contrary, corporate governance studies emphasize that ownership concentration is indicative of state weakness (Lazareva et al. 2009, 323, 325).
Long-term investment required stability and predictability, and owners perceived that violence and corruption could undermine both. As Radaev (2002, 44) found in his study of the Russian consumer electronics industry in the early 2000s: “Today a definitive reevaluation of risk is occurring among leading players in the market—risk is beginning to be perceived as more painful. The reason is not only possible losses as a consequence of fines and confiscation of goods…. The fact of the matter is that reducing certain types of risks is necessary in order to increase the…successful promotion of a company’s brand.” Vladimir Potanin, a prominent Russian tycoon, expressed similar logic in 2003 when he declared:

The “corporate wars” had shown that the damage caused by dubious methods in competition exceeded the potential benefits, even for the “winners”…. The positive developments were achieved after most large business groups completed the consolidation of their assets and the owners became interested in improving the quality of management and raising external financing…. Effective Russian companies are interested in having a new business climate in the country, based on civilized rules of business and new ethics of relations (Potanin 2003).

In short, ownership consolidation in privatized firms created incentives for owners to engage in long-term investment rather than rapid acquisition of assets. Under these conditions, illegal strategies’ effectiveness declined.

Survey data provide further evidence of the relationships between ownership consolidation and firm strategies. In the survey I conducted, respondents were asked, “Does your firm have a single owner or an owner with a controlling packet of shares?” Of the 301 respondents, 78 were privatized firms. Of these, 40—approximately 51 percent—report consolidated ownership. As in previous analyses, firms’ ratings of their likeliness to use a given strategy to resolve a property or debt dispute serve as the dependent variables in the OLS regression analyses in Figure 3. To assess the effect of consolidated ownership on privatized firms’ strategies, I interacted a dummy variable measuring consolidation (with a value of one for consolidated ownership and zero otherwise) with a dummy variable for privatization (one if privatized, zero if the firm was created de novo). The point estimates represented by circles in Figure 3 present the marginal effects of consolidated ownership in privatized firms, calculated as the sum of the coefficients on the consolidation variable and the interaction term.

Figure 3 shows results consistent with the claim that ownership consolidation in privatized firms provides incentives to avoid illegal strategies, even controlling for the wide range of variables listed in the note to Figure 2 as well as for levels of tax compliance and expectations about other firms’ strategies. Point estimates to the left of the vertical dotted line indicate that privatized firms with consolidated ownership are less likely to use a given strategy than privatized firms without consolidated ownership. Firms with consolidated ownership rate their likeliness of using informal connections in court to resolve a property dispute 1.15 points lower ($t = 2.07, p < 0.05$) than those without consolidated ownership, of turning to law enforcement in an unofficial capacity 1.21 points lower ($t = 2.29, p < 0.05$), and of turning to bureaucrats in an unofficial capacity 1.02 points lower ($t = 2.07, p < 0.05$). They also rate their likeliness of using an internal security service 0.96 points lower.31 Once again, analyses using the debt dispute scenario produce similar results, and all results are robust when using ordered logit in place of OLS.

In summary, as owners reoriented toward longer-term investment strategies that require a respectable business reputation and stable business environment, they became less inclined to incur risks entailed in using violence and corruption. Consequently, illegal property security strategies’ relative effectiveness declined. Both qualitative and quantitative evidence indicate that this decline contributed to firms’ shift away from illegal strategies.

### Coordination Dilemmas

The model introduced above emphasizes that demand-side factors not only have a direct effect on firm strategies, but also an indirect effect as firms’ expectations about each other’s strategies shift. When a substantial number of firms rely on violence and corruption, this hesitancy to use legal institutions may serve as a barrier to other firms’ adoption of legal strategies. Such coordination dilemmas were apparent in Russia during the early post-Soviet period. Nevertheless, significant changes in Russian firms’ expectations occurred. Moreover, the mechanisms underlying this shift are consistent with the tipping point model developed above. Managers and owners were acutely aware of each other’s strategies, and as declines in demand-side barriers or illegal strategies’ effectiveness induced some firms to adopt legal strategies, this shift provided incentives for others to follow suit.

Russian businesspeople explicitly refer to coordination problems. For example, as a Siberian brick factory owner noted, he would like to operate legally but fears that following the law while others do not means his competitor “has an advantage; he gets ahead more quickly” (Firm 51, interview, 18 September 2009). A small businessman who opened an import business soon after the Soviet Union’s collapse described this conundrum in detail:

I am in general an adherent to living by the law, paying taxes, doing business legally…. When we started we imported goods, and we tried to pay all taxes…. But as

---

31 The analyses reveal no relationship between consolidation and the use of private security agencies or criminal protection rackets. Presumably this is because private security agencies and criminal rackets, as opposed to internal security services, are more frequently employed by smaller firms, whereas privatized firms tend to be large. (The average size of privatized firms in the survey sample is 664 employees compared to a sample average of 390.)
FIGURE 3. Ownership Consolidation and Propensity to Use Strategies

The figure below shows the difference between the average responses of privatized firms with consolidated ownership and privatized firms without consolidated ownership, on a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is “very unlikely” and 7 is “very likely,” holding other factors constant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property Dispute</th>
<th>Debt Dispute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>consolidated owners</td>
<td>consolidated owners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less likely to use than</td>
<td>more likely to use than</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unconsolidated owners</td>
<td>unconsolidated owners</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Illegal Strategies (violence)
- criminal racket
- private security agency
- internal security service

Illegal Strategies (corruption)
- courts (with connections)
- law enforcement (unofficial)
- bureaucrats (unofficial)
- lawyers (out of court)

Legal Strategies
- courts
- law enforcement (official)
- bureaucrats (official)

Notes: N = 301. Circles indicate the marginal effect of ownership consolidation in privatized firms, estimated using OLS regressions (see text for further details). Horizontal lines represent 95% confidence intervals. Missing data are multiply imputed. See Table 1 above for exact wording of the property and debt dispute scenarios and the note to Figure 2 for a list of control variables. All regressions also control for the two other variables of interest: tax compliance and expectations about other firms’ willingness to use legal strategies.

As a result, the cost of our goods turned out to be higher than of those goods our competitors were selling on the street. . . . [This was] because the so-called “black” imports, “grey” imports, shuttle traders and so on were flourishing . . . Therefore, in order to survive, we were forced to also switch to these schemes (Firm 21, interview, 3 April 2009).

This downward cost-cutting spiral has significant implications when firms seek to switch from illegal to legal business practices. A manager of a Moscow consumer electronics company interviewed by Radaev (2002, 47) in the early 2000s captured this logic perfectly, explaining “It’s not possible to legalize one’s business by oneself. It’s necessary that the rest of the market, and maybe even the whole market, is legalized. Because if 90 percent work legally, and 10 percent illegally, then we can’t do anything. Everyone [i.e., consumers] will eventually run to the 10 percent.” Beyond cost-cutting, businesspeople note that illegal strategies’ use elicits responses in kind, creating a vicious cycle. An expatriate with experience in the Russian steel industry recalled the blunt assessment of his firm’s general director regarding the use of violence: “We don’t send in guys with guns because we don’t want guys with guns coming to see us” (Firm 10, interview, 14 March 2009). Radaev’s (2002, 50) study of the consumer electronics sector again came to similar conclusions, finding that “Any rough use of force [by one firm against another] signifies the beginning of a ‘war.’ ”

Survey data once more provide the opportunity to examine relationships between coordination problems and property security strategies. In the 2010 survey I conducted, respondents were asked about the extent to which they agreed with the statement: “The majority of firms with whom I conduct business do their best to follow the law.” Sixty-six percent of respondents agreed with the statement; 34 percent did not. 32

32 Agreement refers to respondents who stated they “strongly agree” or “agree” with the statement.
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FIGURE 4. Coordination Problems and Propensity to Use Strategies

The figure below shows the difference between the average responses of firms which disagree that the majority of other firms are law-abiding (i.e., “pessimists”) compared to those which agree (i.e., “optimists”), on a 1 to 7 scale where 1 is “very unlikely” to use a given strategy and 7 is “very likely,” holding other factors constant.

Notes: $N = 301$. Circles indicate point estimates from OLS regressions. Horizontal lines represent 95% confidence intervals. Missing data are multiply imputed. See Table 1 above for exact wording of the property and debt dispute scenarios and the note to Figure 2 for a list of control variables. All regressions also control for the two other variables of interest: tax compliance and ownership consolidation.

above, firms’ ratings of their propensity to use distinct strategies serve as the dependent variables for the OLS regression analyses in Figure 4. Strategies are arrayed along the vertical axis to the left of the figure. Circles represent point estimates of the coefficient on a dummy variable that equals one if respondents disagree with the statement that the majority of other firms are law-abiding and zero otherwise. The horizontal lines represent 95 percent confidence intervals.

Point estimates to the left of the vertical dotted line indicate that respondents perceiving the majority of firms with whom they do business to be lawbreakers (i.e., “pessimists”) are less likely to use a given strategy than those perceiving the majority of their business partners to be law-abiding (i.e., “optimists”). Point estimates to the right of the line indicate the opposite. Controlling for the variables listed in the note to Figure 2 as well as for tax compliance and ownership consolidation, “pessimists” on average rate their likeliness of using courts to address a property dispute about 0.42 points lower ($t = 1.85, p < 0.10$) than “optimists,” and rate their likeliness of turning to lawyers out of court about 0.39 points lower ($t = 1.95, p < 0.10$). Similarly, “pessimists” rate their likeliness of turning to bureaucrats in an official capacity 0.68 points lower ($t = 2.45, p < 0.05$). “Pessimist” firms that perceive others to be lawbreakers also display a greater propensity to use illegal strategies. Their average ratings for using informal connections in court are 0.64 points higher ($t = 2.21, p < 0.05$). Similarly, they rate their likeliness of turning to law enforcement in an unofficial capacity 0.67 points higher ($t = 2.50, p < 0.05$) and of seeking the services of a criminal protection racket 0.49 points higher ($t = 2.37, p < 0.05$). Results related to debt disputes suggest a similar pattern and are again robust when using ordered logit in place of OLS.

As in previous sections, the results of cross-sectional analyses should be interpreted cautiously. Firms overestimating others’ lawfulness may also overestimate their own use of legal strategies, which could produce spurious correlations. Yet while such concerns deserve
attention, the fact that both quantitative and qualitative data point to similar conclusions supports the contention that coordination problems significantly affect firms’ strategies.

Further evidence of the role of coordination problems emerges from analysis of how firms’ expectations shifted over time. Whereas 66 percent of respondents in the 2010 survey I conducted agreed with the statement “The majority of firms with whom I conduct business do their best to follow the law,” only 31 percent of respondents agreed that “Ten years ago, the majority of firms with whom I conducted business did their best to follow the law.” How did such a shift in expectations occur? Evidence from in-depth interviews as well as sectoral studies conducted by Russian researchers is consistent with the tipping point interpretation of evolving firm strategies: As some firms adopted legal strategies in response to a decline in demand-side barriers or illegal strategies’ effectiveness, other firms recognized peers’ changing practices and reevaluated their own strategies.

The case of the small business owner of a long-running import operation discussed above provides an illustrative example of how corruption’s relative costs affect firm strategies. As noted, this owner fell prey to competitive pressures in the 1990s to adopt illicit practices. But over time the rising costs of bribery decreased illegal strategies’ effectiveness and altered his willingness to rely on corruption: “…the costs of these ‘gray’ [i.e., semilegal] schemes grew, maybe not so much that it became economically profitable, but at least that it was not so harmful to work legally. When such an opportunity arose, we …switched a large part of our business to legal schemes” (Firm 21, interview, 3 April 2009). Meanwhile, Radaev’s (2002) study of the Russian consumer electronics sector, also cited above, provides evidence of how initial shifts in strategies gain momentum. As discussed, consumer electronic firms expressed unwillingness to legalize operations unless a large segment of their sector abandoned illicit practices simultaneously. When Radaev probed further to understand how a widespread shift was occurring despite such barriers, he found that once the process of legalization was underway, firms were acutely aware of changing tendencies and consistently reconsidered their strategies in response: “Directors [of firms] know each other, they have followed the activities of their ‘neighbors’ for many years and, accordingly, they have a good conception of what to expect from them, and what is better to not count on” (Radaev 2002, 48).

In summary, firms’ expectations about each other’s willingness to use law independently affect the likelihood that firms will adopt legal strategies. These coordination problems can lead to vicious cycles that lock economies in unlawful equilibria. But when a decline in demand-side barriers or illegal strategies’ effectiveness leads a vanguard of firms to abandon illegal strategies, the potential arises for a shift from vicious to virtuous cycles, in which positive expectations encourage further reliance on formal legal institutions.

DISCUSSION

This article has offered a theory of institutional demand that provides insights into the conditions under which firms utilize formal legal institutions. The theory proposes that state legal capacity is a necessary but insufficient condition for firms to turn to law. Rather, firms frequently adopt legal strategies in response to falling demand-side barriers or declining effectiveness of illegal strategies, the influence of which is amplified by the effects of firms’ expectations about each other’s willingness to use law.

This article’s aim is theory building, with the case of Russia serving to illustrate the theory’s key tenets. But the theory of institutional demand developed here offers insights into property security strategies in a broad range of countries with intermediate levels of state legal capacity—that is, in countries where (1) a modicum of state legal capacity exists yet (2) formal legal institutions are not sufficiently effective to ensure a unique equilibrium in which all firms use legal strategies. In other words, scope conditions encompass all countries other than failed states and the subset of OECD countries in which the vast majority of firms already shun strategies involving violence or corruption. Moreover, although the specific types of demand-side barriers in intermediate-capacity states may vary from country to country, the theory suggests that these barriers will largely fall into the categories of firms’ operations in the unofficial economy, collective action problems, or cultural norms. Likewise, the factors influencing illegal strategies’ effectiveness may be context-specific, but these factors are likely to relate to transaction costs or the risk of sanctions.

To be sure, firms’ reliance on legal institutions should not be equated with the emergence of the rule of law, a system in which laws equally constrain all actors, both state and private. But a focus on firms’ property security strategies forces scholars to recognize understudied challenges that firms’ use of violence or corruption pose for rule-of-law development. A focus on firm strategies also forces rule-of-law advocates to look beyond formal legal institutions with the aim of alleviating demand-side barriers. These lessons hold relevance for much of the developing world.

Turning attention from rulers to firms additionally encourages new perspectives on state building. As Migdal (2001) notes, advocating what he refers to as a “state-in-society” approach, state-building’s success depends on societal actors’ strategies. State building is not only a top-down process of implementing institutional blueprints, but also a bottom-up process involving the daily role of numerous “ordinary” actors in “the ongoing struggles among shifting coalitions over the rules for daily behavior” (Migdal 2001, 10). Strategies utilizing violence or corruption—not only on the part of firms but also on the part of political parties, citizens, or lower-level bureaucrats—intrinsically undermine or subvert formal institutions. By undermining state institutions, such strategies contribute to a fundamental divergence between on-the-ground practices and formal rules. Even more nefariously, by subverting state
institutions, illegal strategies imbue state policies with the logic of private gain rather than public interest. By contrast, legal strategies reinforce formal institutions, as citizens’ and firms’ reliance on formal institutions infuses these institutions with authority.

Ultimately, by utilizing state institutions, societal actors contribute on a micro-level to state building; by circumventing or subverting state institutions, they contribute to institutional breakdown. Consequently, the implications of the demand-side approach to property security advocated here are wide-ranging. Removing demand-side barriers to the use of formal institutions or mitigating illegal alternatives’ effectiveness may be essential not only for developing the rule of law, but also for improving state capacity more broadly.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE A1. Regression Results—Property Dispute Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Tax violator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax violator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Privatized consolidated (marginal effects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privatized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Others unlawful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others unlawful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign owned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gov. owned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus. assoc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights violated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litigated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City dummies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector dummies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm size dummies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm finance dummies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job title dummies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R sq.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. R sq.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Row (1) shows the OLS regression coefficients displayed in Figure 2. Row (3) shows the marginal effects displayed in Figure 3, which are the sum of the coefficients for the consolidation dummy and consolidation=privatization interaction variables. Row (5) shows the coefficients displayed in Figure 4.

1 Significant at p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
TABLE A2. Regression Results—Debt Dispute Scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Tax violator</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.52*</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.73*</td>
<td>1.09**</td>
<td>1.31***</td>
<td>0.63**</td>
<td>0.53**</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) (0.21)</td>
<td>(0.24)</td>
<td>(0.35)</td>
<td>(0.34)</td>
<td>(0.34)</td>
<td>(0.37)</td>
<td>(0.37)</td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
<td>(0.28)</td>
<td>(0.35)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Privatized* consolidated (marginal effects)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-1.07</td>
<td>-1.22*</td>
<td>-1.15*</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Others unlawful</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.59*</td>
<td>0.61*</td>
<td>0.51†</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.38*</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.19)</td>
<td>(0.28)</td>
<td>(0.29)</td>
<td>(0.27)</td>
<td>(0.26)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
<td>(0.28)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privatized* consolidated</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm age</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign owned</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gov. owned</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus. assoc.</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights violated</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.39†</td>
<td>0.61†</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litigated</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal ed.</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.71†</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.53†</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.02**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.26)</td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
<td>(0.45)</td>
<td>(0.40)</td>
<td>(0.46)</td>
<td>(0.39)</td>
<td>(0.38)</td>
<td>(0.27)</td>
<td>(0.26)</td>
<td>(0.37)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.36†</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.18)</td>
<td>(0.20)</td>
<td>(0.29)</td>
<td>(0.29)</td>
<td>(0.30)</td>
<td>(0.27)</td>
<td>(0.27)</td>
<td>(0.18)</td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
<td>(0.29)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.18)</td>
<td>(0.84)</td>
<td>(0.93)</td>
<td>(1.29)</td>
<td>(1.28)</td>
<td>(1.31)</td>
<td>(1.30)</td>
<td>(1.26)</td>
<td>(0.82)</td>
<td>(1.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R sq.</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. R sq.</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Row (1) shows the OLS regression coefficients displayed in Figure 2. Row (3) shows the marginal effects displayed in Figure 3, which are the sum of the coefficients for the consolidation dummy and consolidationprivatization interaction variables. Row (5) shows the coefficients displayed in Figure 4.

† Significant at \( p < 0.10; \) * \( p < 0.05; \) ** \( p < 0.01; \) *** \( p < 0.001. \) Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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